SARALA BIRLA PUBLIC SCHOOL
Mahilong, Ranchi.
Std : IV, Subject: English(2019-20)
Revision- I
Portion : Literature - Ch: 3 (Wonderful Kalam),Poem : These Simple Things
Grammar – Ch: 6,7,8,9 ; Pr. Book- Ch 2,3.

1. Write the meanings of:
a. imam b. road map c. patch –
d. nook 2. Fill in the blanks:
a. Dr Kalam was appointed as the scientific ____________ in the defence
ministry.
b. Dr Kalam graduated in ____________.
3. Make Sentences:
a. touch –
b. humble 4. Tick the correct option to complete each sentence:
a. A/An/The boy who lives next door is my classmate.
b. I lost a/an/the crayons I bought yesterday.
5. Rewrite the following sentences using personal pronouns in the place of
highlighted nouns:
a. Reena and Vinay are riding bicycles.
b. The table is quite strong.
6. Identify the errors and rewrite these sentences after correcting them :
a. Go straight and take a first left.
b. I think a rain caused all this damage.
7. Complete the following sentences with suitable possessive adjectives:
a. This lock is useless without _________ keys.
b. They have left ________ dog with the neighbours for two days.
8. Write the questions for the following answers using whose:
a. This guitar with a broken string is Kiran’s.
b. Medha’s science book is kept on the table.
9. Complete the following sentences with the correct adjectives:
a. We should have taken that __________ turn.
b. Sam always choose the ________ pieces while playing chess.
10.Put the following words in order to form sentences:
a. a / kitten / by the road / Diya found / black/weak/tiny
b. old / bat / Sanchit has / purple / a big
11.Answer these questions:
a. Name two books written by Dr Abdul Kalam?
b. Name the poet “ These Simple Things”

Revision -2
Portion- Crystal Sem-1 : Ch-5-Friends of the Trees ; Grammar-Ch-10,11,12 & 17

1. Complete the following table with correct degrees of comparison.
S.no Positive
Comparative
Superlative
a.
sweet
b.
hotter
c.
easiest
2. Complete the following sentences using correct form of the verbs in brackets :
a. The Sun ____ (rise) in the East and ____ (set) in the West. [Simple Present
Tense]
b. The bus ____ (leave) at 4:30 p.m. [Simple Present Tense]
c. I _____ (help) my father in the kitchen yesterday. [Simple Past Tense]
d. Lisa _____ (listen) to her new CD last night.[Simple Past Tense]
3. Write the predicates of your own choice for the following subjects:
a. The dog
…………………………………………………………………………..
b. This yellow flower………………………………………………………….
4. Using un- , mis- , or dis- write the opposites of these words.
a. safe- ___________
b. place- __________
c. order- __________
5. Write the meanings of the following words:
a. nectarb. boughs6. Make sentences:
a. enemyb. relief7. Answer the following questions:
a) Why was life not always good for the beetles?
b) What was the woodpecker’s advice for the beetles?
c) What did the tree do when the woodpecker started singing?
Revision -3
Q. Write a paragraph on : Autobiography of a Pen OR Benefits of Yoga
Revision -4
Q. Letter Writing :
a) You are Tiya / Tarun living in Ashok Nagar, Ranchi. Write a letter to your brother
Golu living in hostel advising him to take care of his health. OR

b) Write a letter to a friend congratulating him or her on having passed the examination
securing high marks.

